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1. Introduction 

The SSC (Superconducting Super Collider) is supposed to 
operate with bunched beams and the energy radiated by syn- 
chrotron radiation is replaced by the &system having a syn- 
chronous phase angle slightly different from 180”. Here the 
case of operating t.be SSC with a coasting beam is considered. 
In particular the possibility of replacing the radiated energy 
by phase displacement acceleration is investigated. 

2. Basic Theory of Phaee Displacement Acceleration’-2 

In phase displacement acceleration an empty rf-bucket is 
moved through the beam from the high to the low energy side. 
This displaces the beam to higher energies by an amount which 
is equal to the area Al, of the bucket (in AE,#) divided by 2~. 
The energy gain per sweep is therefore 

a(r) = A& a(r) (1) 

Here V =rf voltage, E = beam energy, (I = momentum 
compaction factor, h = harmonic number and I+ = sin 4. 
where 4. is the synchronous phase angle. The function a(r) is 
the ratio between of area of moving and the stationary (I’ = 0) 
bucket shown in Fig. 1. The energy gain per sweep AlJo for 
vanishing r is determined completely by the rf hardware and 
the choice of V 

whiie a(r) can be changed by the choice of the synchronous 
pbaze angle &. For the derivation of (1) the ultra-relativistic 
case was assumed (p zz I). 

The energy half-height of the bucket is 

AE=& ZrJ- 16 AUo y(r) (2) 

where Y(r) is a function plotted in Fig. 1. 
In order to replace the energy loss U, per turn due to syn- 

chrctron radiation by phase displacement acceleration a num- 
ber ir cf sweeps per second is necessary 

f” u. U# so 
n=-z=--- A&W) 

where /, is the revolution frequency. 

Sweeping an empty bucket through the beam leads to an 
increase of the energy spread. 
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Fig. 1. a(r) and Y(r) as a function of r = sin(&), (Ref. 3) 

If (UC/E); is the relative rms energy spread before the 
sweep its value (o,/E),+, thereafter is given by 

(f$)f,, = (2): + p-g+)’ 
Since a number ri of sweeps per second are necessary the 

energy spread will increase with time t from its initial value 

The total frequency excursion Af,, of the sweeping &bucket 
has to be sufficiently large to separate the beam from the 
bucket including its height AE and assuming a half-spread 
of the energy in the beam of No, 

Af,, M 2 
AE 

N”$ + E af, 

2sfi l(jE y(r)*uo af, 

The rate of change of the &frequency is 

d f, 
dt= 

hf;QeVr 

E 

The time r necessary for one syeep is therefore 

*f,, 
‘=qp= 

2 (N u, + q Y(r)AUo) 

f,eVr 

The fraction r of time spent to sweep buckets through the beam 
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2 U, (NuE + $$ Y(I’)AC’o) 
~__~_ r = rir = 

A& cV r a(r) (5) 

Obviously r has to be  smaller than 1. This limits the maximum 
energy spread of a  beam which can still be  accelerated by phase 
displacement with a  given &system 

r a(r) - T  y(r) (‘5) 

3. Application to the SSC 

The above equat ions are now applied to the compensat ion 
of the energy loss due  to synchmtron radiation by phase dis- 
placement acceleration in the SSC. The following parameters 
for this machine are assumed:  

E = 20  TeV, f, =  3.3 kHe, a = 1.28 x IO-’ 

U, =  1.22 x lO’eV, f,, =  356  MHz, h  = 1.08 x 10’ 

V = 20  XW, (u~/E)~ = 5  x 1O-5 

This gives for the maximum energy gain AU0 per sweep 
(l), Atro = 5.46 GeV. 

The energy acceptance of the machine is of the order of 
zt3 x lo-‘. Assuming that 4  rms widths have to fit into this 
we get 

5  7.5 x lo-’ 
marhinr 

For the mzimum energy spread in the beam (6) which can 
still be  accelerated by phase dispIacement with the available rf- 
voltage one  finds 

3.9 x lO-3 
phase displarrmrr,t =  ” N 

= r 9.6 x 10-s 

During the actual phase displacement the background is 
usually large and  data taking could be  difficult for many exper-  
iments. W e  will in the following assume at least 50% efficiency 
for physics and  demand r 5  0.5. This gives for the maximum 
energy spread 

=I: 
( > B I 4.6 x 10-s 

obtained with F = 0.41. Equation (4 indicates that the energy 
blow-up is fast for large values of F. It is therefore desirable to 
operate w’lth a  F which is ab  sfill as  possible but still allows 
acceleration with r =  0.5. As time goes on  the energy spread 
increases and  F has to be  increased to satisfy (6). Using such 
a  program one finds that for the available rf-parameters the 
phase displacement acceleration can only be maintained for 
u  40  min. This is obviously not interesting except for some 
trials. 

The situation can be  improved by increasing the rf-voltage 
beyond the 20  MV foreseen for the SSC. Choosing rather arbi- 
trarily V, =  80  MV and keeping F = 0.05 fixed one  can main- 
tain acceleration for about  5  hours while the fractional time r 
used for acceleration goes from r =  0.05 at the beginning and  
r =  0.38 at the end  of the run. By varying F during the run 
one  could exily maintain acceleration for over 10  hours. 

4. Conclasion 

W ith the present rf-system the energy of a  beam of 20  TeV 
in the SSC could only be  kept constant by phase displacement 
acceleration for less than qne  hour. Increasing the rf-voltage 
by a  factor 4  could increase this time to over 10  hours. The 
energy spread in the beam will increase slowly due  to phase 
displacement acceleration. The time spend for acceleration is 
sizable and  can probably not be  used for physics data taking. 
A problem not treated here is the life time due  to quantum 
jumps into the rf-bucket. It is probably long but should be  
checked.  In general  the compensat ion of the energy loss due  
to synchrotron radiation by phase displacement acceleration 
does not look attractive. It might be  better to decrease the 
magnetic field in the magnets to follow the decreasing beam 
energy. 
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